fi nally, several practical case studies. To take full advantage of the material in this excellent book, readers must be highly knowledgeable about hardware and security.
- The subject, high-assurance design, was the initial attractor, but it is (in nonhierarchical order) the book's level of abstraction, layout, style, clarity, and content that make it useful, especially to techies and applied "formal methodists" like me, who have been dragged kicking and screaming into development-and acquisition-management.
Clifford Berg characterizes his work as a "crossover book [that] addresses several topics that are traditionally treated distinctly." The two main topics this book successfully synthesizes are security and reliability. "Achieving both at the same time is even more diffi cult [than attaining them separately]," states Peter Neumann, principal scientist of the SRI International Computer Science Laboratory, in the book's foreword. I can, in the case of safety and reliability, attest to the truth of Neumann's statement. Though the author's stated target domain is a "business application design and programming environment," the book's value to the "practicing software application architect" in any venue is much broader. The precepts apply to almost any large-scale, nontrivial design that has multiple aspects.
The book's format, with important principles and ideas repeated in a large font, design patterns rendered clearly throughout, and exhaustively crafted summary appendices, makes reading it as easy as could be for such a complete and rigorous ("but not formal") work. The list of references is complete and contains nothing superfl uous. The beginning-of-chapter quotations are relevant and are useful in showing that computing truths transcend computing and are really derived from more universal wisdom. The case studies presented from chapter 20 onward serve to bring the information together and to show a way forward in ameliorating chapter 19's Tower of Babel with respect to methodologies. This book can serve as a textbook, a handbook, or an excellent reference book for some time to come.
-George Hacken
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